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Software Change Articles

All articles about changes to software that affect the computing environment are now flagged
with the triple Delta insignia, as shown in the example below.

Example of a Software Change Article Title

by An Author

These articles are also marked with a Delta sign in the Table of Contents above. Please check

these flagged articles carefully for changes that affect your computing procedures.
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Consulting Office Schedule for November 1986

Consulting Office hours are 08:30-11:30 and 13:00-16:00 daily, Monday through Friday. The
Consulting Office is closed every Wednesday from 13:00-14:00 for staff meetings. Consultants
may be reached by calling (303) 497-1278. Messages may also be sent to the CONSULT1 vir-
tual machine on the IBM 4381 computer.

Important Note: In conjunction with the installation and testing of the new CRAY X-MP,
consultants will be attending a short coordinational meeting each morning through November
20. The Consulting Office will be closed from 08:40-08:55 each morning during this period.

Consultants for November are:

Ann Cowley Ken Hansen Barb Horner-Miller Mike Pernice

The Record

November 1986 Consulting Office Schedule

Week of Shift Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
Nov 3 A.M. Barb H-M. Ken H. Ann C. Ken H. Barb H-M.

P.M. Mike P. Ken H. Ann C. Ken H. Mike P.

Nov 10 A.M. Barb H-M. Ken H. Ann C. Ken H. Barb H-M.
P.M. Mike P. Ken H. Ann C. Ken H. Mike P.

Nov 17 A.M. Barb H-M. Ken H. Ann C. Ken H. Barb H-M.
P.M. Mike P. Ken H. Ann C. Ken H. Mike P.

Nov 24 A.M. Barb H-M. Ken H. Ann C. HOLIDAY HOLIDAY
P.M. Mike P. Ken H. Ann C. HOLIDAY HOLIDAY
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New CRAY X-MP Arrives at NCAR

by Robert Nicol

NCAR's new supercomputer, the CRAY X-MP/48 model, was delivered to the Mesa Labora-
tory on Monday, October 6, as scheduled after earlier delays. The installation crew from the
Chippewa Falls, Minnesota facility of CRAY Research, Inc. arrived with several large moving
vans containing the mainframe and the various components, including the Solid-state Storage
Device (SSD) and the Input/Output Subsystem (IOS). The trucks backed up to the access
hatch in the new Machine Room addition on the northwest side of the building, and the crew
unloaded each piece of equipment and lowered it through the hatch into the corridor just out-
side the Machine Room.

Bob Niffenegger, SCD Operations manager, watched the process with undivided attention.
"Everything went without a hitch, but it was scary for a few minutes because of the muddy
conditions around the unloading area," he said. Boulder was deluged by a heavy rainstorm on
Friday, October 3, and the soil had not dried out by Monday. The mud added an additional
factor to the difficult task of maneuvering the 5/2ton X-MP mainframe unit into the hatch-
way.

The departing CRAY-1 mainframe (Serial # 8) is dismantled for removal.

The Record
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Prior to that, the crew had to remove the mainframe unit of the CRAY,CA machine (Serial

#14), which the X-MP is replacing. This in itself was no easy task, since the CRAY-1A main-

frame unit weighs almost as much as that of the X-MP. The CRAY-1A mainframe contains

1662 circuit cards stacked in its columns. The CRAY X-MP contains 864 circuit card modules,
but each module includes two circuit cards, for a total of 1728 cards, so the 11,300 lb. X-MP

mainframe carries a bit more weight. The CRAY,CA machine was disconnected on Wednes-

day, October 1, and then removed from the Machine Room to make way for its successor. It

has since been returned to CRAY Research, and plans for its future are not certain at this

time.

The installation crew maneuvers the CRAY X-MP mainframe over

to the Machine Room access hatch, while interested spectators look on.

A Smooth Installation

As soon as the X-MP was placed in its footprint on the Machine Room floor, the CRAY

Research crew began the actual installation process. This included attaching the power and

coolant connections, as well as the SSD and IOS units. Bob Niffenegger was impressed by the

speed and efficiency displayed by the installation crew: "They were installing the CPU unit

before the peripherals were in. They really jumped on it, and they've had ten people working

24 hours a day to get this thing up and running. This is a really good team, and they are easy

to work with."

The Record
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Two member8 of the installation crew take a ride with the SSD.

Tom Engel, the senior CRAY Site Analyst at NCAR, was also monitoring progress closely.
"The mainframe had power by Tuesday afternoon, and they were running diagnostics on it
Tuesday night. The SSD and the IOS had power Wednesday afternoon. The team will be run-
ning on-line diagnostics for seven or eight days. Barring any unforeseen difficulties, they should
be finished by Friday, October 17."

By press time, the X-MP was looking more like the sleek, cutting-edge supercomputer shown in
CRAY brochures, and less like a chaotic jumble of wires, circuit cards, and pipes. Work has
proceeded on schedule, hindered only by the minor snags to be expected in any such installa-
tion. Bob Niffenegger says he couldn't be more pleased with the way things are going. "I can't
express enough appreciation for the expertise of the CRAY people. No team could have
worked any harder or faster than they have."

The Record
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NCAR's CRAYX-MP now closely resembles the one in this

CRAY Research photograph (courtesy of CRAY Research, Inc.).

The New Generation

The X-MP model is the workhorse supercomputer that CRAY Research is marketing as the
successor to the CRAY-1 model. CRAY design engineers continue to make improvements and
offer new features in the X-MP line, and NCAR is reaping the benefits of these enhancements.
NCAR's X-MP/48 has four processors and eight-million, 64-bit words of central memory as ori-
ginally ordered. However, between the order date and delivery date, CRAY Research has
reduced the processor clock speed by a full nanosecond, from 9.5 to 8.5. In addition, the SSD
has a 256-million word capacity double the size in the original order, at no extra cost to
NCAR.

The new CRAY X-MP/48 provides the NCAR and UCAR scientific community with a tremen-
dous boost in computing power, which should result in a qualitative as well as quantitative
jump in the level of research that the scientists can perform. Tom Engel is confident that the
community will be happy with the new supercomputer: "It's going to be a dandy machine."

Robert Nicol is the Editor of The Record.

The Record
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NCAR Library Offers PC Software Demo Disks

by Karon Kelly

Are you confused by claims of fantastic capabilities and extraordinary performance from per-
sonal computer software companies? Would you like to test these claims before spending hun-
dreds of dollars on PC software? The NCAR Library can help! Through the Library's
membership in the Bibliographical Center for Research (BCR) in Denver, you can borrow
software demonstration disks for testing and evaluation. BCR's collection has a wide variety
of packages for IBM and Apple PCs, including:

* Word processing packages

* Database managers

* Bibliographic and text file managers

* Spreadsheets

* Accounting packages

* Project managers

* Graphics software

* Integrated systems

The loan program includes software reviews from journals and newspapers, as well as promo-
tional literature from the software companies themselves. Software can be checked out for two
weeks, for a fee of $10.00 per package. For more information, contact Karon Kelly at (303)
497-1182.

Karon Kelly is the Head Librarian for the NCAR Library.

CRAY X-MP and Data-related Charges

by Pete Peterson

When the new CRAY X-MP is released for general use, SCD will implement algorithms to com-
pute General Accounting Unit (GAU) charges for jobs run on the CRAY X-MP and the IBM
4381 Mass Storage Control Processor (MSCP). Charging on the CRAY X-MP is currently
scheduled to begin on December 1, 1986; users will not be charged for X-MP jobs until then. In
addition, SCD will implement an expanded set of job classes under which users may run CRAY
X-MP and CRAY-1 jobs, including mono-processing classes for dedicated machine use (see
below). The following algorithm will be applied to all jobs run on the CRAY X-MP except
those run in the mono-processing classes.

New Charging Algorithm Equation

G = J + C + .25(.0000068R + .000185De) + .0004(D0 + .0008875D0
2)

+ t(.1956M + .0563M 2) + t,(.00466M + .00034M,2 ) + .0004Dm + .0004Tm

The Record
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Mono-processing Charging Algorithm Equation

Users who request the mono-processing classes are provided with dedicated use of central
memory and all CPUs. (Note that some limitations on SSD use are likely to be imposed.) The
mono-processing classes will be activated for up to five minutes each hour. The following algo-
rithm applies to all jobs run on the CRAY X-MP in the mono-processing classes.

G = 4t + .0004(D o0 + .0008875D0
2) + t,(.00466M, + .00034M, 2)

Equation Variable Definitions

G = General Accounting Units (GAUs)
J = Job Charge = .001 GAUs per job
C = CPU hours used
R, = Number of DD49 disk I/O requests
D = DD49 disk I/O activity in megawords
Do  = Maximum megawords of DD49 disk storage used
t = Memory residency time in hours
M = Average X-MP memory used in megawords
t, = SSD memory residency time in hours

Ms = Average SSD memory used in megawords
Dm = IBM 3380 disk I/O activity in megawords
Tm = IBM 3480 cartridge I/O activity in megawords

Note: Initially, t, will be set equal to t. One megaword equals one million words. A CRAY
word equals 64 bits.

The final charge in GAUs is given by: G/inal = P x G

where P is the priority factor. Please note that IBM 3380 disk activity and IBM 3480 cartridge
activity data appear only in spawned jobs. The priority factor for spawned jobs is always 1.00.
(A spawned job is one that is automatically generated by a user job in order to perform NCAR
Local Area Network transactions, such as ACQUIRE and DISPOSE functions.)

The Record
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New Job Class Structure

The complete set of job classes available to the user is as follows:

Note: The mono-processing classes (Mono-proc 1 and 2)
priority increases as the priority value increases. Jobs

are available on the X-MP only. Job
run in the Foreground A and Fore-

ground B classes must have all needed resources immediately available, such as data files and
requested amount of SSD, in order to be accepted. Jobs run in the deep background class will
run only when no jobs from any other class are available for processing.

Mass Storage System Data Charges

With the advent of the new Mass Storage System (MSS), charges will be imposed for data
storage and access. Charging for these items is scheduled to begin on December 1, 1986. The
Mass Storage Control Processor is designed to perform the following functions:

1. Provide users with access to data stored on the MSS, including the IBM 3380 disk drives
and the IBM 3480 magnetic cartridge system.

2. Drive the new twin Xerox laser printers, which have replaced the old IBM line printers for
printing output from the CRAY computers or the IBM 4381 (IO) Front-end system, as well
as other local systems.

3. Eventually drive the DICOMED graphics processors, when hardware and software links
have been completed.

The Record

Job Classes
Class JCL Priority Priority Description &
Name Name Factor Value Restrictions
Interactive INT 3.00 12 Jobs using the ICJOB facility
Express 1 EX1 2.40 11 1 minute or less
Express 2 EX2 2.00 10 No restrictions
Foreground 1 FG1 1.20 09 1 minute or less
Foreground A FGA 1.20 09 1 minute or less, all

needed resources available
Foreground 2 FG2 1.00 08 No restrictions
Foreground B FGB 1.00 08 All needed resources available
Mono-proc 1 MP1 1.00 N/A 1 minute or less,

charged for entire machine
Mono-proc 2 MP2 1.00 N/A Charged for entire machine
Background 1 BG1 0.40 06 10 minutes or less
Background 2 BG2 0.33 05 No restrictions
Deep Background BG3 0.10 03 No restrictions

-11-
November 1, 1986
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Data Storage Charging Algorithm Equation

The algorithm for determining data-related charges is as follows:

G = .0006Dm + .0006 Tm + .0001AD + .0005A C + .0021M + .0 4 5 3SD + .0009Sm + .0231St

Equation Variable Definitions

G = General Accounting Units (GAUs)
Dm = IBM 3380 disk I/O activity in megawords
Tm = IBM 3480 cartridge I/O activity in megawords
AD = Number of IBM 3380 disk accesses
AC = Number of IBM 3480 cartridge accesses
M = Number of IBM 3480 cartridge mounts
SD = Megaword-years of IBM 3380 disk storage
Sm = Megaword-years of cartridge storage on public volumes

SC = Cartridge-years of cartridge storage on private volumes

Note: A megaword equals one million words. A megaword-year of storage equals storage of
one million words for one year.

Please note that the acquisition of data from the MSS on the CRAY,CX or CRAY,C1 machines
will generate charges on the MSCP as well as the CRAY machine.

The X-MP is more cost-effective than the CRAY-1 system, in terms of job charges. Therefore,
an identical job will generate less in GAU charges when run on the X-MP than on the CRAY-1.
Without special inducements to use the CRAY-1 system, users will certainly opt to use the X-
MP instead to save on GAU charges. To prevent the CRAY,C1 machine from sitting idle after
the X-MP is released for general use, CRAY-1 charges will be altered as follows:

* The project number associated with any given job will be assessed for only 58% of the
regular GAU charges for that job.

* The job charge information trailer will show both the standard charges as used in the
past and the reduced rate now used on the CRAY,C1 system. The first part of the
trailer will show 100% of the regular GAU charges; the second part, following the mes-
sage "Charge against allocation is:", will show the actual amount deducted from the pro-
ject GAU allocation (58% of the previous standard charge).

Thus the actual charge assessed for a CRAY-1 job will approximate the charge that would be
assessed if that job was run on the X-MP, and the project GAU allocation amount will be
reduced accordingly.

Pete Peterson is the SCD Divisional Administrator and a member of the NCAR Charging Committee.

The Record
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Changes in Charging Policy

Changes in the calculation of CRAY-1A and IBM 4381 job charges went into effect on October
1, 1986. These changes have the following results:

* A 15% increase in the number of GAUs generated by CRAY-1A jobs;

* A 10% reduction in the number of GAUs generated by IBM 4381 jobs;

* A $100 reduction in the cost of a GAU from $750 to $650;

* An increase in the cost of TELENET connect time from $7.00 per hour to $7.50 per hour.

The alteration in dollar charges for GAUs and TELENET connect hours apply only to projects
sponsored by agencies other than the National Science Foundation. These variations in charg-
ing were made in response to changes in the relative direct costs of SCD-operated computers
and services.

Changing Your Job to Run on the CRAY X-MP

by Richard K. Sato

There are very few changes you are required to make to your CRAY-1 job in order to run it on
the CRAY X-MP. One mandatory change is the addition of the new ACCOUNT CRAY Job
Control Language (JCL) statement for user validation. Much of the rest of your JCL segment
and your program itself should be compatible on the new X-MP system. However, you may
wish to make other changes to take advantage of the new facilities available on the X-MP.

This article provides a list of the major changes and differences between the CRAY X-MP and
CRAY-1 systems. This information should enable you to run your CRAY-1 job on the X-MP.
SCD staff are planning to present more detailed documentation on various topics related to the
X-MP to help you take advantage of the additional features of the system. However, please
note that much of this documentation will focus on the areas that are unique to the NCAR
computing environment. We strongly recommend that you obtain the appropriate
documentation from CRAY Research, Inc. to help you make the transition to the
new X-MP system. A list of recommended documentation from CRAY Research was
presented in the October 1986 issue of The Record.

The machine designation for the CRAY X-MP system is the CRAY,CX machine, just as the
remaining CRAY-1 system (serial number 3) is designated the CRAY,C1 machine. The CRAY
X-MP node identifier on the NCAR Local Area Network (NLAN) is CX (see the section below
for more information on NLAN use with the X-MP).

Submitting Jobs and Checking Status

Two EXECs are available on the IBM 4381 Front-end system (IO) to help you submit jobs to
the CRAY,CX machine via the NLAN and check the status of jobs and job queues. Type:

CXJOB to submit batch jobs via the NLAN
CXSTAT to check job and job queue status

The Record
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These EXECs correspond to the CIJOB and CISTAT EXECs on the IBM 4381, which provide
the same functions for the CRAY,C1 machine.

Major JCL Changes for the CRAY X-MP

1. The JOB Statement:

" The US=uuuupppppppp parameter is not required on a CRAY,CX JOB statement.

" If you wish to use the Solid-state Storage Device (SSD), you must declare it as a gen-
eric resource on the JOB statement (see the description of SSD usage below).

" You have an expanded number of job classes (CL=) to choose from. (See the above
article on X-MP charging for more information about job classes.) The default
classes are Foreground 1 for jobs with a time limit less than or equal to one minute,
and Foreground 2 for jobs with a time limit greater than one minute.

2. The ACCOUNT statement:

" The ACCOUNT statement, which is a JCL statement that is new to the NCAR com-
puting environment, is mandatory for all CRAY,CX jobs. It provides information on
user validation for both batch and interactive jobs. The ACCOUNT statement will
be ignored in jobs submitted to the CRAY,C1 system.

" The ACCOUNT statement must immediately follow the JOB statement.

" The user number and project number must be specified using the AC= parameter.

" Other parameters of the ACCOUNT statement will not be used at this time, but
they allow for further security through passwords.

The following example demonstrates the use of the ACCOUNT statement:

JOB,JN=username,T=nn,OLM=mm,... [,CL=class].
ACCOUNT,AC=uuuupppppppp.

where:

uuuu = 4 digit user number
pppppppp = 8 digit project number

3. The CRAY FORTRAN Complier (CFT):

• The default compiler on the CRAY X-MP is the CFT Version 1.15 compiler. At this
time, there are no plans to support earlier versions of CFT on the CRAY,CX system.
If you have problems with CFT, please call the Consulting Office at (303) 497-1278.

• Object codes of programs compiled on the CRAY,C1 machine should run on the
CRAY,CX system. However, object codes from programs compiled on the CRAY,CX
machine will not run on the CRAY,C1 system, since the X-MP has a larger instruc-
tion set than the CRAY-1A.

4. The CRAY Loaders LDR and SEGLDR:

• SEGLDR is the new loader for the X-MP. If your job requires more than four million
words of central memory, you must use SEGLDR. If not, you can use LDR, which is
available on the X-MP. However, you are advised to begin using SEGLDR instead,
because it will be the loading mechanism supported by CRAY Research in the future.

The Record
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* Example 1:

LDR,DN=BLD,LIB=LIB1 :LIB2,SET=INDEF,MAP=ON.

can be replaced with

SEGLDR,CMD='BIN=BLD;LIB=LIB1 ,LIB2;PRESET=INDEF;MAP=FULL'.
$ABD.

* Example 2:

LDR,AB=MODEL,MAP=PART,NX.
MODEL.

can be replaced with

SEGLDR,CMD ='ABS=MODEL;MAP =PART'.
MODEL.

* SEGLDR replaces the functions of LDR and provides the capability of structuring
programs more easily as overlaid programs, usually without recompilation.

* For more information, see the article on SEGLDR in the October 1986 issue of The
Record and the CRAY Research manual Segment Loader (SEGLDR) Reference
Manual (SR-0066).

Specifying X-MP Peripheral Resources in JCL

1. The Solid-state Storage Device (SSD):

The NCAR CRAY X-MP/48 is equipped with a 256-million-word SSD (this is the max-
imum size available). Physically, the SSD is similar to central memory in that it provides
temporary, volatile, random access storage of 64-bit words (plus 8 bits for Single-Error
Correction, Double-Error Detection (SECDED) logic) using solid-state, emitter-coupled
logic technology. However, functionally the SSD is used as a very fast disk.

* You must declare the SSD as a generic resource on the JOB statement and specify
the maximum amount that your job will use.

* Use the ASSIGN JCL statement to declare datasets as residing on the SSD.

* Use the same utilities and FORTRAN statements used to access disk files to transfer
data to and from the SSD.

* The following example demonstrates JCL to ASSIGN three datasets to the SSD on
the X-MP (parameters shown in square brackets ([ ]) are optional):

JOB,JN=jn,...[,US=uuuupppppppp],*SSD=blocks.
ACCOUNT,AC=uuuupppppppp.

ASSIGN,DN=dsnamel,DV=SSD-0-20,SZ=blocks1.
ASSIGN,DN=dsname2,DV=SSD-0-20,SZ=blocks2.

The Record
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ASSIGN,DN=dsname3,DV=SSD-O-20,SZ=blocksS3.

EXIT.

where:

a. The value of blocks in the JOB statement is the total number of 512 word
blocks, in decimal, of SSD to be reserved for the job;

b. The uuuupppppppp field (a mandatory parameter) in the ACCOUNT statement
consists of the user number followed immediately by the project number, with no
spaces in between the two;

c. The blocksl, blocks2, and blocks3 fields in the ASSIGN statements are the
number of 512 word blocks, in decimal, to be allocated to each of the local
datasets, dsnamel, dsname2, and dsname3 (the sum of the three must not exceed
the value of blocks specified in the JOB statement).

2. The CRAY X-MP DD49 Disk Drives:

The CRAY,CX system includes 16 DD49 disk drives, each providing 1.2 gigabytes of mag-
netic storage, which you can use for temporary storage of datasets.

* The DD49 disks are subject to the same purging conditions as the DD19 disks on the
CRAY,C1 system: datasets will be scrubbed from the disks as space is required. The
disks on both CRAY systems are not available for permanent dataset storage.

* The device names of the DD49 drives are listed below for applications that require
the assigning of datasets to specific disk drives. Unlike the DD19 disk drives on the
CRAY,C1 machine, each DD49 disk drive can transmit data independently of the
others. Thus there are no disk group constraints to consider when assigning datasets
to disks.

DV--49- n-2mA

where

n - is either 1 or 2.
m - is 0,1,2,...7.

* Example:

ASSIGN,DN=dsname,DV=49-1-23A,...
ASSIGN,DN=dsname,DV--49-2-27A,...

The device DV=49-1-20A is the system master disk. It is normally reserved for the
operating system and dataset catalog.

3. The Mass Storage System (MSS):

Important Note: The connection from the X-MP to the IBM 4381 Mass Storage Control
Processor (MSCP) to provide access to datasets on the MSS could not be tested prior to
installation of the X-MP. In the discussion below, it is assumed that the connection is
working as planned. If the connection is not yet available, data on the tape cartridges can

The Record
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be accessed indirectly through the CRAY,C1 machine and the IBM 4381 Front-end system
(IO). In you need information on this indirect access procedure, please call the Consulting
Office at (303) 497-1278.

" You can transfer data between the MSS and the CRAY,CX machine using the COS
ACQUIRE and DISPOSE control statements in the same way that you use them on
the CRAY,C1 system.

" The following example demonstrates the JCL you can use on the X-MP to ACQUIRE
or DISPOSE a dataset to or from the MSS (parameters shown in square brackets ([ ])
are optional):

ACQUIRE,DN=dsname,MF=MS,...[,PDN=pdname][,TEXT=...].
or

DISPOSE,DN=dsname,MF=MS,...[,SDN=sdname] [,TEXT=...].

4. Physical Tapes:

Direct access to physical tapes on the X-MP is not available at this time. By current esti-
mates, this capability should be implemented by late 1987. If you need to get data from a
magnetic tape, consider using the CRAY,C1 system to unload the data and transfer it to
the MSS. You can then access the data on the MSS from the CRAY,CX system as
described above. However, you can obtain data from magnetic tape indirectly, via the
methods shown below.

* Access through the NLAN via the CRAY,C1 machine:

a. Read the tape on the CRAY,C1 system (for further information, request the
current SCD CRAY user documentation from Mary Buck at (303) 497-1201).

b. DISPOSE the resulting dataset to the CRAY,CX machine, or ACQUIRE the
dataset from the CRAY,CX machine.

Example 1: How to ACQUIRE data from a tape on the CRAY,C1 system and
DISPOSE it to the CRAY,CX machine (parameters shown in square brackets

([ ]) are optional):

ACQUIRE,DN=TAPE1,PDN=X12345,MF=MT, ^

...[,TEXT='optional parameters'].
DISPOSE,DN=TAPE1,SDN=XMPFLNM,MF=CX.

Example 2: How to ACQUIRE data from a tape on the CRAY,C1 system and
then ACQUIRE it from the CRAY,C1 system on the CRAY,CX machine
(parameters shown in square brackets ([ ]) are optional):

On the CRAY,C1 system:
ACQUIRE,DN=TAPE1 ,PDN=X12345,MF=MT, ^

...[,TEXT='optional parameters'].

On the CRAY,CX system:
ACQUIRE,DN=XMPFLNM,MF=C1 ,PDN=X12345.

The Record
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* Access through the NLAN via the IBM 4381 Front-end system (IO):

a. Read the tape on the IBM 4381 (IO) and put in a file on your 191 minidisk
(filename=CMSFL, filetype=FILE). (For further information, request the
current SCD IBM user documentation from Mary Buck at (303) 497-1201.)

b. ACQUIRE the file from the X-MP:

ACQUIRE,DN=XMPFL,MF=IO,TEXT='FLNM=CMSFL,FLTY=FILE,MINI=191'.

* Access through the IBM 4381 Front-end system (IO) via the VM Station facility.

a. Read the tape on the IBM 4381 (IO) to a minidisk file.

b. Use the VM Station facilities to transfer the file to the X-MP. (See the descrip-
tion of the VM Station facility below.)

The VM Station Facility

The VM Station software package from CRAY Research, Inc. provides a logical link between
the IBM 4381 VM/SP environment and the CRAY X-MP COS system. It allows a user to exe-
cute both IBM VM/SP commands and COS commands.

The VMSTA EXEC on the IBM 4381 Front-end system (IO) is an NCAR-developed, menu-
driven user interface to the basic functions of VM Station (see section below). Please note that
the VM Station facilities are undergoing testing and evaluation. The set of functions provided
may change as a result of the testing and evaluation assessment.

In particular, using the VM station facility allows a user to transfer data between the X-MP
and the IBM 4381 (IO) system using the DISPOSE, ACQUIRE, and FETCH COS control state-
ments. The mainframe identifier of the VM station is XX (analogous to the C1 and CX
identifiers). Including the MF=XX parameter on the control statements below results in
transfers that use the VM station link.

* Example 1: How to ACQUIRE the IBM 4381 CMS file with filename=CMSFL,
filetype=PROG on your 191 minidisk, and create a permanent COS dataset named
XMPFL on the CRAY X-MP.

ACQUIRE,DN=XMPFL,MF=XX,AC=ST, ^

TEXT='FN=CMSFL,FT=PROG,ADDR=191 '.

* Example 2: How to ACQUIRE the first file in transparent mode from tape X12345. The
station verifies that the tape does not have an IBM standard label.

ACQUIRE,DN=XMPFL,PDN=X12345,MF=XX,AC=MT,DF=TR, ^

TEXT=-'LB=NL'.

* Example 3: How to DISPOSE the COS dataset $OUT to your IBM 4381 virtual card
reader.

DISPOSE,DN=$OUT,MF=XX,DC=PR,DEFER.
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* Example 4: How to DISPOSE the COS dataset XMPFL to your virtual card reader on
the IBM 4381 (IO) system with filename=CMSFL and filetype=LISTING.

DISPOSE,DN=XMPFL,SDN=CMSFL,MF=XX,DC=PR.

* Example 5: How to DISPOSE the COS dataset $OUT to the Xerox laser printers.

DISPOSE,DN=$OUT,MF=XX,DC=PR,DEFER,TEXT='PRT=REAL'.

* Example 6: How to DISPOSE the COS file XMPFL to a magnetic tape labelled X12345
in deblocked form, but with no conversions.

DISPOSE,DN=XMPFL,SDN=X12345,DC=MT,MF=XX,DF=BB.

The IBM 4381 (IO) VMSTA EXEC

Using the VMSTA EXEC on the IBM 4381 (IO) system, you can:

1. Submit a batch job to the X-MP using the B option.

2. Check the status of jobs, COS disks, and the front-end interface link using the B option.

3. Run in an interactive mode on the X-MP using I option, which invokes the NCAR ICJOB
facility.

ICJOB is facility developed at NCAR that provides you with interactive facilities to run jobs
on the CRAY computers. ICJOB documentation is available on-line through the VM/SP HELP
facility. Type

HELP ICJOB

VM Station documentation is available on-line through the VMSTA EXEC. Additional user
documentation from SCD is planned as the facility is fully implemented. Detailed information
on VM Station is given in the CRAY Research document IBM VM STATION COMMAND
AND REFERENCE MANUAL (SI-0160).

Libraries on the CRAY X-MP

1. The software libraries available on the CRAY-1 system are also available on the X-MP.

2. The TBMCONV utility from $NCARLB will not be supported on the X-MP. (TBMCONV
utility converts CDC 7600 TBM volumes to CRAY-usable format.)

3. Reentrant versions of the library routines are not yet available, although a core reentrant
library will soon be established. Contact Dick Valent (303-497-1302) concerning needs for
reentrant versions of particular library routines.

4. On the X-MP, SEGLDR and LDR place $NCARLB at the end of the library search path,
whereas on the CRAY-1, LDR places $NCARLB at the beginning of the search path. To
force $NCARLB to be first in the search path on the X-MP, specify LIB=$NCARLB on
the SEGLDR or LDR control statement.
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Utilities to Help You Analyze and Optimize Your Code

An SCD document covering CRAY X-MP utilities will be available in the near future. Contact
the Consulting Office at (303) 497-1278 for information on availability.

1. FLOWTRACE

This facility, which has been available on the CRAY-1 systems, prints a summary of the
subroutines called, the time spent in each routine, and other information on the execution
of the program. To enable it, declare ON=F on the CFT control statement. See the
CRAY Research document FORTRAN (CFT) REFERENCE MANUAL (SR-0009) for more
information.

Example:

CFT,...,ON=F,..

EXIT.
DUMP JOB.
FLODUMP.

2. LOOPMARK

This facility delimits DO loops and gives information about vectorization of the loop. To
enable it, specify LOOPMARK[=lmmsgs] as a parameter on the CFT control state-
ment. See the CRAY Research document FORTRAN (CFT) REFERENCE MANUAL
(SR-0009) for more information.

3. FTREF

This utility generates a cross-reference report on common block variable usage. It also
can display a static calling tree indicating calling and called routines. To enable it,
declare ON=XS on the CFT control statement. See the CRAY Research document COS
VERSION 1 REFERENCE MANUAL (SR-0011) for more information.

Example:

CFT,ON=XS,L=XYZ.
FTREF,I=XYZ,CB=FULL,TREE=FULL.

4. SPY

This utility gives detailed timing information within program modules. It is enabled by
declaring ON=IZ and executing the SPY utility before and after running the program
(see the example below).

CFT,ON=IZ.
SEGLDR,CMD='ABS=RUN'.
ACCESS,DN=SPY,ID=BNCHMRK.
SPY,PREP.
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RUN.
SPY,POST.

5. PERFMON

This utility is a hardware performance monitor that contains a set of eight performance
counters to track certain hardware-related events. The events include such things as:

* The number of instructions issued;

* Hold issue conditions;

* Fetches;

* Floating-point addition, multiplication, and division;

* I/O references;

* Vector floating point operations.

The PERFMON facility can be used to select the hardware-related events that will be
monitored and report the information accumulated. The facility can be used through COS
JCL statements or through FORTRAN calls. Additional information on the facility will
be provided. Detailed information is given in several CRAY Research documents, includ-
ing the Programmer's Library Reference Manual (SR-0113).

Example:

CFT,...

ACCESS,DN=PERFMON,ID=BNCHMRK,ID=BNCHMRK.
PERFMON,ON=n.
SEGLDR,... [or LDR,...]
PERFMON,REPORT.

EXIT.

The PERFMON parameter ON can be assigned a value from 0-3 to specify different events
for monitoring.

Richard K. Sato is a programmer in the Advanced Methods Section of SOD.

SCD User Group Meeting Minutes

September 22, 1986

CRAY Carl Mohr of the Convective Storms Division (CSD) chaired the meeting since Chair-
man Ray Bovet was out of town. Carl asked for corrections or additions to the August meet-
ing minutes. The minutes were accepted as written.

Carl introduced Sue Long (SCD) as the new Mass Store Librarian.
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Report of the SCD Acting Director - Margaret Drake

Margaret Drake (SCD) reported that the delivery of the CRAY X-MP is still on schedule; it
will arrive October 6. When it arrives, CRAY Research, Inc. will retain possession for 10 days
while performing tests. Then the SCD Systems Section staff will begin their own set of software
tests. On October 20, a selected group of users will be allowed to use the CRAY X-MP while
Systems makes the NCAR Local Network (NLN) and Mass Storage System (MSS) connections.
The CRAY X-MP will be available to the general user base on November 2. Because of the
difficulty in making the NLN and MSS connections, the machine will not be totally stable on
November 2. Margaret stated that users will not be charged against their allocations for using
the CRAY X-MP until the X-MP is fully operational, which is expected to be around the first
part of December. Paul Rotar (SCD) has sent some Systems staff to Chippewa Falls to pre-test
the CRAY X-MP's operating system.

The UCAR/NCAR Ad Hoc Committee on Strategic Planning of Computing Activities chaired
by Peter Gilman of the High Altitude Observatory (HAO) has issued its final report. The
report is currently being evaluated by the community. Last Friday, the report was given to
members of the NCAR Directors' Committee for their evaluation. Margaret stated that two
major components in the report must be examined. The first is the UCAR Unidata concept of
distributed computing. UCAR is urging the Directors' Committee to consider this concept for
NCAR. At Friday's meeting, the directors and selected staff from each of their divisions heard
a presentation from David Fulker (Manager of UCAR's Unidata Project) on the concept of Uni-
data and from Bill Curtis (Director of the UCAR Projects Office) on NSFnet and UCAR's
potential plans for managing NSFnet. The second component that needs to be examined is the
management of NSFnet. Note: NSFnet is NSF's proposed scientific data communications net-
work, which includes existing campus and local area networks as well as the USAN network, which
is interconnected by dedicated landlines that are termed the NSFnet "backbone". Margaret felt
that the report could have implications inside of NCAR. For example, one could easily inter-
pret the report as saying that each NCAR division having internal computing resources must
now view itself in this distributed computing environment. However, the question arises of how
each NCAR division and the NCAR management will treat this concept: Will they look to
Unidata for total system development, or, will they consider assisting Unidata with this
development in distributed computing? Margaret felt that SCDUG should look at this issue
and if users are not comfortable with their understanding of Unidata, she suggested that the
SCD Users Group invite Dave Fulker to give a presentation.

Carl Mohr asked what SCD's role in Unidata will be in light of the Strategic Planning
Committee's report. Margaret replied that responsibilities have not been clearly defined. She
felt that the report needs to be looked at not only from the technical recommendations made
but also from the point of view of implementation and management.

Paul Bailey of the Atmospheric Chemistry Division (ACD) asked if SCD or the directors were
under a time constraint for responding to the report. Margaret replied that the report is a
recommendation to the President of UCAR and to the Director of NCAR. They are the only
individuals who have to respond to it and there is no explicit time constraint. However, the
report is going to the UCAR Board of Trustees on October 14. On that date, the President of
UCAR will have to comment on whether he does or does not approve the report.

Paul Bailey commented that Unidata is an experimental program, and, therefore, he assumes
that time constraints have been set. He wondered if there is anything in particular that SCD
has to do in conjunction with Unidata to make the experiment successful. Margaret said that
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Unidata is in Phase 3, is now preparing to package facilities, and, at the end of Phase 3, there
should be a prototype that can be implemented in beta-test sites. Unidata has promised to
include the following graphics packages:

1. McIdas which is adaptable to IBM computers, for the satellite data;

2. GEMPLT, from NASA, which is only adaptable to [Digital Equipment Corp.] VAX com-
puters; and

3. The NCAR GKS Graphics Software Package, which is not presently appropriate for
workstations.

Paul Bailey said that part of Unidata's objective is to gain access to remote computers like
those in NCAR's SCD. He also wondered if Unidata participants will be able to do that as
part of Unidata's Phase 3 experiment. Note: Phase 3 of Unidata sets up groups of workstations
and PCs, which are interconnected via a network file system with graphics software, databases,
and a TVRO satellite connection gathering NOAA's weather data. Margaret said that if they
can do that in the Unidata prototype, then they certainly can access SCD's equipment. Uni-
data has systems at 30th Street that provide remote access. Selected universities will also
have remote access so that Unidata can use those universities for testing too.

Paul Bailey asked if SCD could meet the requirement for TCP/IP access into NCAR and would
a Unidata user be able to submit a job to the CRAY and get the output back? Margaret
replied that if the Unidata user has access either to USAN or NSFnet, this should be possible.

Carl Mohr asked how the search for a new SCD Director was going. Margaret said that Rick
Anthes (Director of NCAR) reported at the NCAR Directors' Meeting on Friday that he is
forming a selection committee for that task, and he is also trying to form a selection commit-
tee for the AAP Director's position. She feels that he can have a new SCD Director selected by
the end of the year but filling the position will also depend on the availability of the candidate.

CRAY X-MP/48 Charging Algorithm - Pete Peterson

Pete Peterson (SCD) distributed to the SCDUG members a document outlining the major
changes that have occurred in the algorithm since the last SCDUG meeting. Pete said that
the document will now go to Margaret Drake for approval and implementation (see attached
document).

Paul Bailey asked how the committee arrived at a maximum 16-megaword storage per job for
use of the Solid-state Storage Device (SSD). Pete replied that the Charging Committee felt
that there should be some maximum so that one user will not take all of the SSD. The com-
mittee relied on Dick Sato (SCD) to determine the amount big enough to meet the needs of the
big model users, and yet not make it so big that a reasonable number of users cannot access
the SSD at the same time. They decided that the volume of one 6250 BPI tape is sufficient,

which is approximately 16 megawords. However, he noted that this may very well be changed
in the future. Paul Bailey asked if it wouldn't be better to start with a 64-megaword max-
imum and go down from there. Pete stated that the committee had discussed this and had
decided that it was better to set a lower number because it is easier to raise it than it is to
lower it. Carl Mohr thought that the advertised SSD maximum was 64 megawords. Pete said
that no maximum was advertised, but a table was inserted in the document as an example
showing what the charges will be like and the maximum figure shown in the table is 64 mega-
words. Carl asked if the SSD maximum had appeared in The Record. Pete replied that the
proposed algorithm had not been finalized.
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Paul Bailey said that he thinks a 16-megaword limit is too small. Dick Sato replied that the
committee had looked at how much temporary disk space it takes to run the CCM model using
a large resolution, something that takes 20 times as much time as running a daily forecast, and
it runs its data sets in less than 16 megawords. Paul Bailey also thought that the supercom-
puter is being purchased in order to run problems that can't be done on ordinary computers
and limiting the SSD to 16 megawords is defeating that purpose. Nancy Norton (AAP) added
that her Geophysical Turbulence Project has been running some turbulence calculations at
Pittsburg and they are continually using 20 megawords of space. She feels that they will not
be able to do the same sort of thing here at NCAR with the 16 megaword limit.

Carl Mohr wondered if those users running on a dedicated machine in the mono- processing
classes will have access to the entire SSD. Pete said, no, the policy the Charging Committee is
recommending will also limit those mono-processing classes to 16 megawords. Users will be
given the entire central memory, but not the entire SSD memory, and will be charged during
that time only for the SSD used. Pete emphasized that he is simply reporting the committee's
recommendations, and that these recommendations will have to be reviewed and approved by
Margaret Drake. If the recommendations appear to be unreasonable, they can be changed.
Margaret asked if Pete could give her an impact statement on having 32 megawords instead of
16 megawords. Pete said that there is no history on which to base such estimates, which is one
of the problems in trying to arrive at the algorithm and policy recommendations for this par-
ticular machine. Margaret said that it is already apparent that turbulence is a calculation
where the boundary is already crossed. Pete said that one possibility is to take the recommen-
dations as a general guide and then make certain exceptions.

Carl Mohr expressed concern that all stored data is now charged for. He wondered if all data
that is under the care of a particular division will be charged to that division's allocation.
Pete said, yes, that is exactly what the new policy specifies. The committee reached this deci-
sion after calculating that the charge for all data, based on what is currently stored, would be
approximately 2.5% of the total charges, which is a relatively small fraction. Exceptions could
create a whole new set of administrative problems. Carl Mohr agreed with that. However, he
said that during the last 12 months, whenever the question was brought up, SCD always said
that there will be exempt data sets and expectations were raised. Paul Bailey asked how the
committee arrived at 2.5% and wondered if it was 2.5% of the entire user community grouped
together. Pete said yes. Bailey then asked if the committee had computed what the percen-
tage may be for some smaller groups. For example, the Community Climate Model group
because he felt it may actually be higher for them. Pete said that, for most groups, the
amount of storage is fairly proportional to the GAUs allocated so there won't be any
significantly greater impact on any one group. There are, perhaps, some exceptions like Roy
Jenne's group and the aircraft data where charges for data probably will be greater in propor-
tion to their total processing GAUs. In general, those users who have greater allocations also
have greater amounts of storage. Carl Mohr requested that the charges be broken down by
division to show what percentage of GAUs will have to be set aside for the storage of their
current data base. Pete said that he will do that and submit the information to the Users
Group.

Suggestions and Problems

Carl Mohr said that suggestions and problems mentioned in past meetings are not followed up
on in subsequent meetings so he asked about the three problems from the August minutes.
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Carl asked Carol Fey Chatfield of the Administration Division (ADM) for the NCAR Library, if
the problem she was having had been looked into. (Carol's problem was the inability to make
a hard copy from the screen image on to a printer.) Carol reported that she is meeting with
Dee Copelan (SCD) and Karon Kelly (ADM) tomorrow afternoon to discuss the problem.

The second problem, brought up by Paul Bailey, concerned DICOMED graphics processing
capability for the new NCAR GKS Graphics Package and Carl had asked when that might be
feasible. Paul Rotar said that, as of last week, SCD has made an initial connection from the
IBM 4381 Mass Storage Control Processor (MSCP) to the DICOMED cameras. He feels that it
will be three to six months before all of the connections will be in place. Although the
DICOMED cameras can now be run from the MSCP, software connections to the MVS queuing
system must be put in place. If there are relatively few bugs in the GKS metacode translator
on the MSCP and in the CRAY X-MP's GKS program, then it will only take a few months.
Dee Copelan added that User Services is trying to move assignments around to make graphics
a higher priority, with more staff available to work on it. Further information will be pub-
lished in The Record, or some other suitable forum, to keep the community posted.

Finally, Margaret Drake commented on the Ethernet bridge to the CRAY X-MP. She said
that it was a complicated enough topic to require a report from the Network Communications
Group (possibly Joseph Choy of SCD) on CRAY Research Inc.'s activities. Carl Mohr sug-
gested that this report should be a new agenda item for the next SCDUG meeting.

Regarding new suggestions or problems, Paul Bailey asked what interruptions to the CRAY-1A
can be expected throughout October. Margaret Drake said SCD will try to shelter the CRAY-
1A, Serial 3, but there will be a short interruption in preparation for the CRAY X-MP's
arrival. Margaret estimated this computing interruption to only be about 10 hours. However,
only one CRAY-1A machine will be available for the needs of the whole community during
October. Also, during that time, the NOAA data must be copied from the NOAA TBM tapes
onto IBM 3480 cartridges using the CRAY-1A. Paul Bailey then asked why the data must be
transferred during October. Margaret said that it was financially critical because there is a
contract from NASA that pays not only for the media but also for TBM maintenance for a
limited number of months. Carl Mohr asked how many terabits are involved. Margaret said
that the minimum amount is 8, with a 30+ terabit potential. Carl said that the entire NCAR
archives are only 16 terabits.

Report on the Solid State Disk Device (SSD) - Paul Rotar

Paul Rotar distributed a memo regarding the Solid-state Storage Device (SSD). Note: You can
request a copy of this document from SCD; contact (808) 497-1205. He said that there are two
paths to the SSD between the CPU's eight-megaword memory and the 256-megaword SSD
memory. Sometime in the future, perhaps a year from now after COS 1.16 is released, CRAY
Research will add the capability to roll data out of the SSD without staging it through central

memory. Currently, 12 seconds are required to roll a 16-megaword data set out of the SSD;
200 seconds are required to roll the entire SSD out. This has serious implications for schedul-
ing. A maximum SSD use parameter will be needed on the JOB statement in addition to an
ASSIGN statement that links the FORTRAN unit number to the SSD device. The generic
declaration on the job card is in decimal form and the size parameter on the ASSIGN state-
ment card is in octal form. An alternate size parameter will permit use of a decimal number.
What is not in the operating system at present is a means of figuring out a job's SSD residence
time, but SCD will initially set it equal to the program's memory residence time.
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Figure 1 of Rotar's memo illustrates what the CRAY X-MP/48's initial configuration will look
like. There is a backdoor path to the SSD from the XIOP that permits data to travel from the
DD-49 disks through the DIOP up to the Buffer Memory and back out through the XIOP and
SSD without going through the main memory. The system as delivered will have to take data
from the DD-49 disks through either the DIOP or the BIOP and send it through main memory
to the SSD. Paul Rotar said that he does not know when the versions of the operating system
will be available beyond COS 1.16. Paul went on to say that there are four channels shown on
top of the CPU boxes and initially SCD will connect the NLN to one of the CPU channels and
will connect the MSS to two other CPU channels.

The disk farm will not be up before January 1987. SCD would like to avoid using the CPU
channels for the MSS and Disk Farm as there will only be two available. Later on these dev-
ices will be connected to I/O subsystem channels and this will permit the use of at least four
channels. Between completion of the installation (October 20) and the beginning of the accep-
tance test period, only one network connection will definitely be available: the VM station
connection. This means that using the VM station on the IBM 4381 front-end machine may be
the only way into the machine during that time unless the other connections start working.
The connections to the NLN and MSS can't be pre-checked in Chippewa Falls. SCD is looking
for users that have a job that is relatively self contained, with not too much input and output,
to run between October 20 and November 1. If such users notify SCD, they can qualify to run
special jobs during this period. The directors of the NCAR divisions have been apprised of this.
After November 2, SCD hopes to have the NLN connections and the disk farm set up (as
shown at the top of the figure) that will enable them to run the final two weeks of the accep-
tance test period in the friendly user mode. Paul Bailey, referring to Figure 1 of Rotar's han-
dout, said that he doesn't see a date specified for the channel connection to the NLN. Rotar
stated that this is correct and this was done deliberately because if the network happens to
work well enough where it is, it won't be moved; otherwise, it may be moved over onto one of
the LSP-4 channels to the left of the VM station connection.

The article attached to Rotar's memo on asynchronous queued input/output deals with SSD
use. Paul Rotar offered the following summary: If a user goes out to the SSD using a single
buffer, it will take about 400 microseconds to go down through the system to the SSD, make a
connection, and then go back up to the user program. Asynchronous queued I/O takes more
than one of those commands into the system at once and thereby reduces the system's over-
head. SSD performance is shown in Figure 2 of Rotar's handout, with varying rates in mega-
words per second versus sectors/record as a power of 2. (The curves are unlabeled due to time
constraints.) The maximum SSD performance is reached at 131,000 words. The lowest curve is
what a user will experience if just a buffer in and buffer out is used on a single record basis.
Paul said that Eugene Schumacher verified that approximately 100 million words per second
could be achieved with a buffer size of 100,000 words. The curves show the performance
achieved using asynchronous queued I/O, which reduces the CPU overhead.

Rick Wolski (AAP) said that since the charging algorithm is based strictly on the number of
words moved, this algorithm would not provide any advantage for using the asynchronous
queued I/O. Paul Rotar said that this statement is correct except it would give a user wall
clock time, and, in the cases of where turnaround time is a consideration, this might pay big
dividends. Rick then asked that since there is obviously a hardware advantage to doing asyn-
chronous queued I/O, would it not be desirable to have this reflected in the charging algorithm
and thereby provide an incentive for users to use this method of queuing. Pete Peterson (SCD)
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said that the Charging Committee recognizes that there probably should be something in the
algorithm that reflects how the SSD is used, and, as they get more history on the SSD, the
algorithm could be changed, but probably not during the first year.

Carl Mohr asked if random I/O requests can be made asynchronously with this device. Paul
said he thinks so.

Carl Mohr asked if there was an easy way to implement a charge to reward asynchronous
behavior. Paul Rotar said he is not sure, but it definitely won't be placed there from October
20 through December 1, which represents the timeframe for the installation and acceptance of
the CRAY X-MP. Richard Brost (ACD) asked what the schedule is for the X-MP regarding the
two weeks until November 1. Paul said that, during that time, systems people and selected
users can operate in a very limited environment. After November 2 will come the friendly user
period, which means that anyone who wishes may use the machine, but it may or may not be
stable. Paul added that SCD has had success getting the operating system running, both on
the CRAY-1A and in Chippewa, but this has been without any kind of user load and without
the correct kind of device connections at NCAR. In addition, they modified the job queue
manager so that there are a large number of job classes that didn't exist before, and these are
all untested and will be tested during the last weeks of October.

Future Agenda

Carl Mohr felt Joe Choy should discuss the possibility of alternative connections, the Ethernet
in particular, to the CRAY in addition to the NLN.

Margaret Drake felt that if people would like to know more about Unidata and distributed
computing in this kind of environment, then perhaps Dave Fulker (UCAR) should give a public
lecture to the community. Paul Bailey agreed that that is a good idea. Carl said that there is
some literature available from Dave Fulker's office, and he could include the best written
description of Unidata in the next distribution of the minutes as well (see attached).

The next SCD Users Group meeting will be on Monday, October 27, 1986, at 1:30 in the Damon
Room.

SCD Advisory Panel Meeting Schedule

With the advent of the CRAY X-MP, the computing power available to SCD users has been
enhanced by a factor of at least five. Large resource requests for this new machine will be con-
sidered at the next meeting of the SCD Advisory Panel, so now is the time to think about those
big projects that have been waiting on the back burner because of lack of computing resources.

Requests for a total of more than five hours of central processor time on the CRAY-1A or the
CRAY X-MP computers must be considered by the SCD Advisory Panel, which will meet April
6-7, 1987. University users must submit large requests to John Adams or Cicely Ridley of the
Scientific Computing Division by January 23, 1987. Nine to ten weeks are needed for the prel-
iminary review of requests and for the preparation, printing and distribution of Panel materi-
als.
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Documentation Update

SCD Documentation

"Using Polish on the NCAR CRAY Computers," by Dick Valent, revised September 1986. This
version replaces the previous document of the same title.

"Changing Your Job to Run on the CRAY X-MP" by Richard Sato, October 1986. This docu-
ment covers the basic changes required to run CRAY 1-A jobs on the new CRAY X-MP. It is a
reprinted version of the X-MP article published in this issue.

To order SCD documentation, send electronic mail TO MARYB on the IBM 3481 front-end
computer, or call Mary Buck at (303) 497-1201. Allow two weeks for delivery. Users at the
Mesa Laboratory can obtain SCD documentation from the bookshelves and black file cabinet in
the SCD User Area, Room 33, in the first basement.

Summary of Daily Bulletin Items

CRAY-i Computers

September 17, 1986
CRAY-1 COMPUTER USERS: SEGLDR will replace LDR as the default loader on the CRAY
X-MP. LDR WILL NOT BE AVAILABLE ON THE X-MP. SEGLDR is now available on the
CRAY,C1 and CRAY,CA computers. You are encouraged to start using SEGLDR so that you
will know how to use it when when the X-MP is installed. The document, "SEGLDR: The
CRAY X-MP Segment Loader," is available in black file cabinet in room 24D of the Mesa Lab
or from Mary Buck at (303) 497-1201. Please direct any questions to the Consulting Office at
(303) 497-1278.

September 25, 1986
CRAY-1 USERS: Any jobs submitted to the CRAY,CA computer after today may not complete
execution before the machine is disconnected on Wednesday, October 1. The CRAY,CA com-
puter will be shut down and removed then in preparation installation of the new CRAY X-MP
computer. TO ENSURE JOB COMPLETION, SUBMIT YOUR JOB TO THE CRAY,C1. If
you submit any jobs to the CRAY,CA computer after today, you run at your own risk. We
apologize for any inconvenience this may cause; SCD will provide the best service possible with
the facilites available.

October 1, 1986
CRAY-1 USERS: THE CRAY,CA WAS DISCONNECTED THIS MORNING, OCT. 1 at 08:00
in preparation for the arrival of the CRAY X-MP computer on Oct. 6. Installation and testing
will take about six weeks. During that period, only the CRAY,C1 will be available, and it will
have significant down time because of testing. SCD will provide the best services possible
under these conditions.

September 24, 1986
CRAY,CA COMPUTER: Disk drive DD19-53 heads crashed at 19:00 yesterday, September 23.
All datasets were lost. CRAY,CA is running on a 15 disk system.
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October 3, 1986
CRAY,C1: disk DD19-21 was returned to on-line status yesterday, October 2 at 18:37.

October 6, 1986
CRAY X-MP: The CRAY X-MP arrived at the Mesa Lab today, Monday, Oct. 6. Installation
and testing will take about six weeks. All jobs are running on the CRAY,C1, and it will have
significant down time because of testing. SCD will provide the best services possible under
these conditions.

October 20, 1986
CRAY,CX: hardware and some software have been installed. Operations staff is being trained
this week. The Systems Group is working to link the NCAR network and the MSS to the X-
MP.

October 15, 1986
CRAY X-MP SEMINARS: will be held in the Main Seminar Room of the Mesa Lab at Boulder:

Oct. 21, 10:00-11:30, "Running on the CRAY X-MP: Changes from Running on the CRAY-1A,"
Richard Sato, SCD.

Oct. 28, 10:00-11:30, "Utilities Available to Help Users Analyze and Optimize Codes," Richard
Sato.

Nov. 3, 10:00-11:30, "The Segment Loader (SEGLDR)," Brett Wayne, SCD. Nov. 11, 10:00-
11:30, "Microtasking on the CRAY X-MP," Richard Sato.

Seminar abstracts will be in "Staff Notes" for NCAR staff and will be mailed to other Colorado
users. If you need the abstracts, call Belinda Housewright at (303) 497-1310.

Mass Storage System

September 24, 1986
IMPORTANT NOTE FOR MSS USERS: THE FIRST MSS PURGE IS ON MONDAY, SEP-
TEMBER 29. In preparation, warning messages are being mailed electronically to owners of
datasets eligible for purging. If your datasets were moved by SCD to /MSS/TBM/dataset-
name, they are not eligible for purging until mid-November. These files will all be purged then
unless you change the name. THERE IS NO WAY TO RECOVER PURGED FILES. If you
have questions or problems, call the Consulting Office at (303) 497-1278.

Software

September 17, 1986
CRAY SOFTWARE LIBRARY USERS: As of Wednesday, September 17, CRAY binary
libraries ECMFFT and $NCARLB were changed as follows: standard CAL macros are now
used to declare B and T registers in the real part of the Temperton FFT. This will not affect
ECMFFT numerically. In $NCARLB, bugfixes are applied to plotting packages AUTOGRAPH
and SRFACE, and spherical harmonics package SPHEREPACK is now available. Source
library LOCLIB has been changed accordingly. Contact Richard Valent at (303) 497-1302 if
you have questions.
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Miscellaneous

September 18, 1986
POWER SHUTDOWN REMINDER: All computer systems will be shut down from 07:00 Satur-
day, September 20 through Sunday evening, September 21 while plant facilities and Public Ser-
vice connect new electrical service to the Mesa Lab. Electrical power will be off at the Mesa
Lab and the Fleischmann Building and the machine room will not be staffed during the power
shutdown.

October 6, 1986
DAILY BULLETIN: has been streamlined for on-line reading. New and vital items appear in
the "Today's News" section at the top. Older, still important items appear farther down.

October 10, 1986
ETHERNET USERS: IF you have access to the NCAR local ethernet directly or through a
remote connection (USAN, NSFNET) using a VT100 terminal, please contact Marla Sparn at
(303) 497-1301 to obtain access procedures for direct connection to the IBM 4381 VM/CMS sys-
tem.

October 14, 1986
SCD USER AREA: has been moved to room 33 of the Mesa Lab. Terminals, workspace, and
hardcopy of documentation are there.

October 20, 1986
CONSULTING OFFICE: will be closed daily from 08:40-08:55 while staff members are briefed
on the current status of the CRAY X-MP.
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Computer Resources Allocated in September 1986

GAU
SCIENTIST PROJECT TITLE

Request Alloc.

Carl A. Friehe
University of California

Lorenzo M. Polvani
Massachusetts Institute

of Technology

Norman L. Miller
University of Wisconsin

at Madison

* Peter J. Webster
Pennsylvania State University

* David D. Houghton
University of Wisconsin

at Madison

* Herman Migliore
Portland State University

* Bryan C. Weare
University of California

* Roger A. Pielke
Moti Segal
Colorado State University

* Martin V. Goldman
University of Colorado

FASINEX (Frontal air-sea
interaction experiment)
data analysis

The dynamics of nonlinear
baroclinic waves

Collection efficiency of
aerosols by snow crystals

A study of possible connection
between atmospheric edge

Simulation and analysis of
symmetric instability

Flow modeling of FAGE hydroxyl
monitor

Heating of the tropical
atmosphere

Mesoscale atmsopheric studies

Plasma turbulence in the solar
wind and sun

9.33

10.0

10.0

32.0

86.4

90.0

60.0

210.0

241.0

9.33

10.0

10.0

32.0

86.4

90.0

60.0

210.0

241.0
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Computer Resources Allocated in September 1986 (cont.)

GAU
SCIENTIST PROJECT TITLE

Request Alloc.

* Martin R. Maxey
Brown University

* W. R. Young, M.I.T.
G.R. Ierley, Michigan
Tech. Univ.

J. Pedlosky, Woods Hole
Oceanographic Inst.

* Boris Moro
Princeton University

Steven A. Ackerman
Stephen K. Cox
Colorado State University

* Isaac Goldhirsch
Princeton University

* William P. Dannevik
Princeton University

* Richard B. Pelz
Rutgers University

* T. N. Krishnamurti
Florida State University

* T. N. Krishnamurti
Florida State University

Thermal convection, turbulence
analysis, and particle diffusion

High resolution, wind driven
ocean models

Steady oceanic circulation

Radiative characteristics of
a desert environment

Stability of complex and
chaotic hydrodynamic flows

Renormalization group methods
for convective planetary
boundary layer flows

Three-dimensional double
diffusion for the investigation
of ocean dynamics

US - INDO numerical weather
prediction

Tropical dynamics

100.0

307.5

40.0

7.5

60.0

93.0

100.0

50.0

680.0

100.0

307.5

40.0

7.5

60.0

93.0

100.0

50.0

340.0
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Computer Resources Allocated in September 1986 (cont.)

GAU
SCIENTIST PROJECT TITLE

Request Alloc.

* Larry J. Mahrt Analysis of HAPEX moisture 40.9 40.9
Oregon State University flux data

* Larry J. Mahrt Analysis of stratified 55.95 56.0
Oregon State University turbulence data

* Paola M. Rizzoli Modeling of the Eastern 50.0 25.0
Massachusetts Institute of Mediterranean general

Technology circulation under different
driving forces

* David G. Murcray Spectroscopic measurements 68.0 68.0
University of Denver of atmospheric constituents

* Marcia B. Baker Numerical study of tropical 50.0 50.0
University of Washington band clouds

* Ferdinand Baer Model experiments for 30.0 30.0
University of Maryland optimum vertical levels

* Hiao-lan Kuo Monsoon, squall-line, and 30.0 10.0
University of Chicago southern circulation

Tsutomu Takahashi Hawaii cloud band simulation 40.0 40.0
University of Hawaii

* These requests were reviewed by the Scientific Computing Division
Advisory Panel on April 3-4, 1986.

Note: A request may be supported at a lower level than requested because:

a. It exceeds the five-hour limit above which Panel review is required; or

b. Reviewers consider the amount of time requested to be excessive.
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Summary of NCAR Computer Use for September 1986

CRAY,CA COMPUTER

September FISCAL YTD
Total Day Avg. Total Day Avg.

Clock Hours in the Month 720.00 24.000 8760.00 24.000
less Scheduled PM 17.85 0.595 172.17 0.472
less Hardware Downtime 14.77 0.492 82.15 0.225
less Software Downtime 0.00 0.000 14.76 0.040
less Environmental Downtime 55.45 1.848 1125.67 3.084
less Operations Use 0.00 0.000 5.44 0.015
less Other Causes 0.00 0.000 5.84 0.016

Clock Hours Up 631.93 21.064 7353.97 20.148
less Systems Checkout 15.02 0.501 48.14 0.132

Clock Hours Avail. to Users 616.91 20.564 7305.83 20.016
less Idle Time 0.08 0.003 18.44 0.051

Clock Hours in Use 616.83 20.561 7287.39 19.965
% Available Hours Used 99.99 % 99.75 %

CRAY,C1 COMPUTER

September FISCAL YTD
Total Day Avg. Total Day Avg.

Clock Hours in the Month 720.00 24.000 8760.00 24.000
less Scheduled PM 15.98 0.533 185.87 0.509
less Hardware Downtime 9.68 0.323 122.85 0.337
less Software Downtime 0.18 0.006 13.16 0.036
less Environmental Downtime 65.18 2.173 1121.73 3.073
less Operations Use 0.00 0.000 5.93 0.016
less Other Causes 0.22 0.007 8.52 0.023

Clock Hours Up 628.76 20.959 7301.94 20.005
less Systems Checkout 0.90 0.030 10.09 0.028

Clock Hours Avail. to Users 627.86 20.929 7291.85 19.978
less Idle Time 1.37 0.046 25.96 0.071

Clock Hours in Use 626.49 20.883 7265.89 19.907
% Available Hours Used 99.78 % 99.64 %
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